Abstract-Given a set of points in a Euclidean space having dimension K > 0, we are interested in the problem of finding a realization of the same set in a Euclidean space having a lower dimension. In most situations, it is not possible to preserve all available interpoint distances in the new space, so that the best possible realization, which gives the minimal error on the distances, needs to be searched. This problem is known in the scientific literature as the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). We propose a new methodology to discretize the search space of MDS instances, with the aim of performing an efficient enumeration of their solution sets. Some preliminary computational experiments on a set of artificially generated instances are presented. We conclude our paper with some future research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
G IVEN a set of points X in a Euclidean space R K , with K > 0, Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) consists in finding a realization of X in R k , with 0 < k < K, such that the interpoint distances in R K are preserved as much as possible [3] . The initial dimension K is generally very large, while the new dimension k is generally a priori unknown. However, for a fixed destination dimension k, the MDS can be seen as a particular class of the Distance Geometry Problem (DGP) [16] . In fact, in the DGP, suitable embeddings of a given simple weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, d) are searched, in a way that the distances between embedded vertices u and v ∈ V are as close as possible to the weights on the edges (u, v) ∈ E, when available. In the MDS, the graph G can be simply deduced from the original set of points in R K . A valid embedding is an embedding of G satisfying all distance constraints, with a given tolerance.
In recent works, it was shown that the DGP can be discretized when some particular assumptions are satisfied [17] . The discretization makes it possible to work with a finite search space, which is otherwise continuous. This search space has the structure of a tree, which is binary when all available distances can be considered as exact. The DGP is NP-hard [27] , and even if its discretization does not reduce its complexity [14] , it allows for employing a Branch & Prune (BP) framework for an ad-hoc exploration of the discretized search space [14] , [24] . The present work is a preliminary step for the discretization of the MDS. In this work, in order to mainly focus on the problem discretization, we will suppose that the topology of the embeddings in both dimensions K and k can be represented well by considering all real inter-point distances.
We warn the reader that a previous work, devoted to the discretization of the MDS, was already published in [1] . However, differently from that work, we will consider, in our first analysis, the basic MDS without any additional constraints. This decision was taken with the aim of developing, first of all, an efficient procedure for the discretization of the MDS, to be extended thereafter for tackling more complex problems. In fact, differently from [1] , the algorithms for discretized MDS that we propose in this paper are particularly tailored to this special class of problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will focus on previous works for the discretization of the DGP. Then, in Section III, we will make a parallel between the DGP and the MDS, while trying to extend and adapt the methodologies, already developed for the DGP, for the discretization of the MDS. Our computational experiments will be presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V will conclude the paper.
II. DISTANCE GEOMETRY PROBLEM
The Distance Geometry Problem (DGP) consists in embedding a simple weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, d) in a k-dimensional space so that all weights d uv on the edges of G are realized as distances between the positions assigned to its vertices [16] . More formally, the DGP asks whether it is possible to find an embedding x : V → R k satisfying constraints based on the available edge weights:
Notice that, in these distance constraints, we can obtain the equation of a hyper-sphere in R k by fixing one of the two vertices in a certain position. The discretization of the DGP is based on the idea to intersect as many hyper-spheres as necessary to obtain a discrete set of possible positions for a given vertex v ∈ V (see Section II-A).
A classical approach to the DGP is to reformulate it as an unconstrained global optimization problem [23] . The satisfaction of the constraints based on the distances can be measured by computing the difference between the actual value ||x u −x v || of the distance, and its expected value d uv . In order to verify the overall satisfaction of the available constraints, a penalty function can be introduced, whose general term is related to the generic constraint. Various penalty functions can be defined for the DGP, and one of the most used penalty functions is the so-called Medium Distance Error (MDE):
Finding the global minimum of this penalty function allows to obtain solutions to the DGP. If all distances are compatible to each other and they are not affected by numerical errors, the MDE value for a valid embedding x needs to be equal to zero. There are two main applications of the DGP that can be commonly found in recent publications. One application arises in biology, and it is concerned with the identification of protein conformations by exploiting some known interatomic distances that can be obtained by experimental techniques [19] . Another common application is given by the so-called Sensor Network Localization Problem (SNLP) [2] , [5] , where the positions of the sensors forming a network need to be identified.
As already mentioned above, when some particular assumptions are satisfied, the DGP can be discretized, so that its search space can be reduced from a continuous (and infinite) domain to a discrete (and finite) domain. We will give some details about the discretization of the DGP in Section II-A, and we will focus on discretization orders (vertex orders for G which make the discretization assumptions satisfied) in Section II-B.
A. The Discretization
Let G = (V, E, d) be a simple weighted undirected graph representing a DGP instance. Let G[·] be the subgraph of G induced by a subset of vertices in V ; let V S (·) be the volume of the simplex defined by the vertices given as arguments. The discretization in dimension k > 0 of a DGP instance can be performed when there exists an order defining sequence r : i ∈ N −→ v ∈ V ∪ {♦} of length |r| (for which r i = ♦ if i > |r|) such that the following two assumptions are satisfied: 
Vertex orders satisfying assumptions (a) and (b) are named discretization orders: more details about these special orders are given in Section II-B. The class of DGP instances for which at least one discretization order exists for the corresponding graph is named Discretizable DGP (DDGP) [24] . The search space of DDGP instances is finite. It has the structure of a tree, where nodes contain candidate vertex positions, organized layer by layer. In fact, assumption (a) allows us to place the first k vertices given by the vertex order r in k fixed positions. In this way, we can avoid to consider congruent solutions that can be obtained by rotating and/or translating other solutions. Assumption (b) ensures the existence of at least k reference vertices for every vertex having a rank i > k: a vertex u can play the role of "reference" for a given vertex v if u precedes v in the vertex ordering r, and (u, v) ∈ E. We say that the corresponding distances d uv are the reference distances for the vertex v. We exploit the k reference vertices for defining k spheres centered in the reference vertices and having as radius the corresponding reference distances: in dimension k, the intersection of these k spheres provides us with a subset of vertex positions having cardinality 2 [8] , [14] . The condition on the volume of the simplex in assumption (b) ensures that this sphere intersection does not provide a full circle (which is obviously not discrete).
We employ a Branch & Prune (BP) algorithm [25] for the solution of DDGP instances (see Alg. 1 for a sketch). The algorithm recursively calls itself for the exploration of the 592 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. GDAŃSK, 2016 search tree. In the algorithm call, i is the current rank in the given vertex order r: it is supposed that the coordinates of all vertex positions on the current branch are stored in the global memory. The value of k corresponds to the dimension in which we wish to embed the graph G. ε is our tolerance for the errors that can affect the generated vertex coordinates: as soon as new vertex positions are computed by performing the sphere intersection, in fact, their feasibility is verified by exploiting additional distances that were not used in the discretization process. In order to do so, we consider the corresponding terms of equation (1), and we declare as "infeasible" a new generated position if at least one of such terms is greater than the predefined tolerance ε. Once a new solution is found by the BP algorithm, the quality of such a solution can be verified by applying equation (1): since all its terms are smaller than our tolerance ε, we expect to obtain good-quality solutions. The complexity of one single BP call corresponds to the complexity of computing twice a new vertex position, and of verifying whether the exploration of the tree should continue in those two directions or not. If, for example, x There are two main approaches to deal with the uncertainty on the values of the available distances. In [15] , for example, intervals are used for representing such an uncertainty, and the terms of equation (1) are adapted for providing a positive measure only when the actual distance is not contained in the given interval (for both feasibility verification during the execution of BP, and computation of the MDE function once a new solution is found). However, in some applications (such as the MDS), the uncertainty on the distance values is not known a priori, and therefore our approach will consist in considering instances with only exact distances, which we will need to tackle by admitting larger values for the tolerance ε. In other words, since the range of the intervals to be assigned to uncertain distances cannot be predefined, we will try to define them during the execution of the BP algorithm: the tolerance ε represents in this case the maximal allowed interval range.
B. Vertex Orders
A discretization order is a vertex order associated to the graph G such that the discretization assumptions (a) and (b) are satisfied [9] , [13] . Given a graph G representing a DGP instance, one question that can immediately arise is whether this instance belongs to the DDGP class or not. When instances are stored in text files, an order may be implicitly associated to the vertices of G, but such an order may not satisfy the discretization assumptions. In order to find suitable discretization orders, a greedy algorithm was proposed in [13] and extended subsequently for dealing with interval distances [20] . A heuristic, that has as worst-case complexity the one of the greedy algorithm, was also proposed in [10] , for dealing more efficiently with very large instances.
In some particular applications (the reader can refer for example to [15] ), additional assumptions on the discretization orders are required, and the problem of finding a discretization order may become NP-hard [4] . Naturally, the abovementioned greedy algorithm cannot guarantee the generation of a vertex order that, apart from the discretization assumptions, could as well satisfy the additional ones.
For example, we say that a discretization order satisfies the consecutivity assumption if the reference vertices for a given vertex v, and v itself, are consecutive in the order. Orders satisfying the consecutivity assumption can be seen as sequences of overlapping cliques, which can be searched on the pseudo de Bruijn graphs introduced in [21] . Even if it implies the execution of an exponential search, the use of such pseudo de Bruijn graphs aided the identification of discretization orders satisfying the consecutivity assumption for the backbones of protein instances.
The complexity of this ordering problem can also increase when optimal discretization orders are required. We say that an order is optimal when the rank assigned to every vertex maximizes some predefined objective functions [22] . For example, when low-rank vertices have the maximal number of reference vertices, a direct impact on the width of the corresponding search tree can be observed: it becomes smaller. Several objectives, together with their priority orders, can be defined and used for finding optimal discretization orders. If the objectives are given by a set of simple functions, then the problem of finding an optimal discretization order (without any other additional assumption) still has a polynomial complexity, and the greedy algorithm can be extended for dealing with this class of vertex orders [9] .
III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING
Since one of the first pioneer papers on this topic [29] in 1952, the MDS received an increasing interest. Surveys on the MDS can be found in the scientific literature: a recent example is [11] , published in 2013. In the cited survey, the MDS is defined as the set of statistical techniques that are employed for reducing the dimensionality of a given set of data, with the aim of improving the visual appreciation of the underlying relational structures contained therein. The main idea is to attempt mapping the data into a (generally Euclidean) space, where similar items are represented by near points in the mapping, and dissimilar items are represented by points that are located proportionally further apart. By doing so, the complexity in the data is reduced, and the primary dimensions, along with the items differ, are identified. The MDS has a wide range of applications, and the interested reader can refer to the citations in [11] for additional information about these applications.
One of the best-known methods for dimensionality reduction, especially in the field of mathematical statistics, is Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [7] , [12] . PCA was proposed by Karl Pearson in 1901 [26] , and it consists of an orthogonal transformation that can project an ensemble of the high-dimensional data into a new set of coordinate systems (principal axes) in the order of the variances. One of the most notable advantages of PCA is the preservation of the distance metric during the linear transformation. However, this essential feature of PCA, i.e., the use of linear transformation, also prevents PCA from discovering intrinsic non-linear degrees of freedom underlying complex natural phenomena.
One of the most prominent approaches in non-linear dimensionality reduction is the Isomap method proposed by Tenenbaum et al [28] . Unlike PCA, Isomap method has a better ability for successfully capturing the intrinsic global geometric features of the given set of points. It was noted recently, however, that the application of the Isomap method is able to provide good results only when transferring the data between two similar geometries [6] .
Let X be a set consisting of points of the Euclidean space R K . Since the coordinates for each point in X are known, it is possible to compute their relative distances. With this information, we can define a simple weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, d). In the graph, every vertex v ∈ V represents one single point in X, and an edge (u, v) ∈ E, together with the weight that is associated to it, represents the relative distance between the two corresponding points in X. All graphs G constructed in this way have the following two properties: they are complete, and all the weights associated to the edges (the distances) are exact. These graphs represent instances of the DGP.
A very simple but nice example of MDS is given in [11] and is concerned with the problem of drawing a small geographic map. All relative distances between the cities of Los Angeles, New York, Chicago and Dallas are given, and the aim is to find their correct locations on a two-dimensional map. When the information on the distances is precise, a very accurate map can be generated, i.e. a map for which the distances between points are proportional to the true distances between city pairs (modulo translations and rotations). In general, however, solutions where the overall distance information is precisely verified may not exist, so that approximated mappings need to be searched.
Let G be the simple weighted undirected graph defined as described above from a known set in dimension K. In the example of the 4 US cities, the distances are measured by approximating a surface on Earth with a plane containing the 4 cities: a small error is introduced in the distances because of the plane approximation of the Earth region. In general, every graph is embeddable in dimensions k ≥ |V | without introducing any error in the distances. However, when the number of vertices in V is large, the dimensionality is huge. The main interest therefore is to reduce the data dimensionality, and to converge to small dimensions, such as 3, 2, or even 1, where the visualization of the data is possible. In the example of the 4 US cities, the embedding of the corresponding graph G needs to be searched in dimension k = 2. Recall that K is the initial dimension of our MDS instances, while k is the destination dimension.
In this work, we will extend the concept of discretizability to MDS instances (see Section III-A), and we will provide two variants of the BP algorithm that are particularly tailored to the MDS (in both Sections III-A and III-B).
A. The Discretization
The methodology that we propose for discretizing the MDS is strictly related to the previous works on the discretization of the DGP (see Section II-A). The entire theory of the discretization can be in fact inherited almost unchanged: the novelties in this paper are mostly operational: we propose some ad-hoc strategies to be integrated in our new algorithms.
Since all relative distances are generally available in MDS instances, the main task that is required for performing the discretization is the selection, for every vertex v ∈ V that does not belong to the initial clique, of a k-plet of reference vertices. We point out that this task has a fundamental importance. In fact, once a k-plet of reference vertices has been selected for the vertex v, the corresponding reference distances remain fixed in the search tree, i.e. we cannot allow the introduction of any error in the corresponding distances.
The main idea for our first variant on the BP algorithm for the MDS is to try to consider all possible k-plets of reference vertices, and to choose, at each recursive call, the k-plet for which the minimal error is observed during the pruning phase. If this minimal error is larger than a predetermined tolerance ε > 0, then the current branch of the tree is pruned and the search is backtracked.
In order to measure the quality of partial embeddings (up to the current rank of the discretization order), we need to consider the following function, that we name partial MDE (pMDE, see equation (1)):
where
Notice that, while the vertex ordering associated to G is irrelevant for the computation of the MDE, it becomes important for the pMDE. The value of pM DE(x, r, i) is in fact the average error introduced in the partial embedding x of G up to the rank i, in the vertex ordering r.
The sketch of our BP variant for the MDS is given in Alg. 2. The algorithm keeps the general structure of Alg. 1, but, every time it invokes itself recursively, it verifies all the possible k-plets of reference vertices for the current vertex v, and chooses the best k-plet p best in terms of introduced error pMDE. We are aware that the choice of the k-plet is greedy, and that it might have, in theory, a negative impact on the computations. However, our computational experiments (see Section IV) show that our methodology works quite well in conjunction with the algorithm pruning phase, which does not allow the overall introduced error to grow more than desired. In comparison with Alg. 1, Alg. 2 has a higher complexity. The worst-case complexity is achieved (as in Alg. 1) when the pruning phase is never able to prune away infeasible tree branches. In this case, the algorithm needs to invoke itself |r| i=k+1 2 i−k times. At each call, moreover, it is necessary to select the best k-plet of reference vertices in a set of i − 1 vertices, where i is the rank in r of the current vertex. The number of combinations of k objects among i − 1 objects, without repetitions and without assigning a specific order to them, are
Therefore, the complexity of finding all these possible combinations depends upon the current layer of the tree i. As a consequence, the worst-case complexity of Alg. 2 is
B. Vertex Orders
The reader might have remarked that, while vertex orders have been presented as a fundamental concept for the discretization of DGPs, there is only a quick mention to vertex orders in the previous section, devoted instead to the discretization of the MDS. In fact, the completeness of graphs G representing MDS instances ensures that all vertex orders allow for the discretization (the discretization assumptions in end for 7: end for 8: letv ∈V be the vertex leading to the lowest pMDE; 9: let r i =v; 10: let p best be the k-plet leading to the lowest pMDE; 11: letx ′v andx ′′ v be the two positions forv given by p best ; 12: if (pM DE(x ′v , r, i) < ε) then 13: letV =V \ {v}; 14: if (V = ∅) then 15: print new solution;
16: letV =V \ {v}; 22: if (V = ∅) then 23: print new solution; 24: else 25: BP(i + 1, k, G, r, ε,V ); 26: end if 27: end if Section II-A are always satisfied). However, as already done for the DGP (see Section II-B), we may want to select optimal vertex orders for a given instance of the MDS, which may help us in improving the performances of the BP algorithm.
In terms of partial orders, a vertex order that allows for the discretization of the MDS can be any order with an initial k-clique at the first rank, and all other vertices at rank two. In other words, once the initial clique has been embedded, as well as some other vertices until the vertex v, any of the remaining vertices can be embedded as next. This observation leaded us to develop another variant of the BP algorithm for the MDS.
Consider we have already embedded m vertices of our graph G, with m > k and m < |V |. Instead of considering a predefined vertex ordering, we can assume here that every non-embedded vertex can be the candidate to be embedded as next. Moreover, for each of such candidate vertices, different k-plets can be selected to play the role of reference vertices in the discretization (see Section II-A). For every candidate vertex, and for every k-plet, an error on the pruning distances can be computed, and the best vertex and k-plet can be selected together. If the minimal obtained error is greater than our tolerance ε, then the current tree branch needs to be pruned.
The sketch of this second variant of the BP algorithm for the MDS is given in Alg. 3. In the algorithm call, the discretization order r is initially empty, and it is constructed step by step during the several recursive calls. In this situation, backtracking also means changing vertex ordering, because every tree branch may admit a different optimal order. In practice, at each recursive call, the best vertexv and the best k-plet, which lead to the minimal pMDE value, are selected at the same time. This double choice is performed, as in Alg. 2, in a greedy manner. In the algorithm call, we also added the setV , which is supposed to contain the vertices of the graph that have not been yet embedded.
The complexity of this algorithm is evidently higher, in comparison with Algs. 1 and 2. With respect to Alg. 2, an additional task needs to be performed at every recursive call of the algorithm: it is necessary to select the next vertex to be considered. This task requires a search over the remaining vertices to be embedded (with complexity n − i, where n = |V |) of the optimal one, i.e of the one for which it is possible to identify the best k-plet of reference vertices. Therefore, the overall worst-case complexity of Alg. 3 is
which is much higher of the original complexity of Alg. 1.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Generation of MDS instances
We consider artificially generated instances, with K > 3 and k = 3. Let n be the number of points in the original set X ⊂ R K ; let e ∈ [0, 1]. The procedure we employ for the instance generation consists in the following steps:
• we generate n random points in the cube of R 3 with sides equal to 1;
• we add K − 3 coordinates to each point, having random values extracted from the interval [0, e]; • we compute all relative distances between point pairs in R K ;
• we define a simple weighted undirected graph G containing this distance information. We point out that the error e introduced in these instances is distributed over the set of distances, as well as over the added coordinates, in a quite uniform manner. This property is unlikely to be satisfied by real instances in general. We also remark that the overall introduced error per instance naturally depends upon the value of e, but also on the distance size n.
B. Preliminary experiments
All the experiments presented in this section have been performed on a laptop computer equipped with an Intel Core i5 with 2.4 GHz and 8GB/1600 MHz RAM, running Mac OS X 10.11.3. Table I shows some experiments where a set of instances that are embeddable in dimension 3 are considered (our introduced error e, in fact, is here set to 0). We fix the destination dimension to k = 3, while various initial dimensions K are taken into consideration. The ε value is set to 0.001 in all the experiments, even if e = 0, in order to deal with some errors introduced by imprecise computer arithmetics. In all generated instances, the total number of solutions is always 2 (when G is embeddable in dimension k, then the total number of solutions is 2, because all distances are available [18] ). We point out however that, in general when an approximated embedding is searched, the introduced errors in the distances may lead to the identification of multiple solutions. The experiments lasting more than 2 hours were aborted. When executing Algs. 1 and 2, a vertex order was predefined. In Alg. 1, moreover, the selected reference vertices are always the k immediate preceding ones in the predefined ordering r. The computational time is measured in seconds.
The table shows that Alg. 2 is able to find better quality solutions w.r.t. the ones obtained by the standard Alg. 1, in terms of MDE. Such an improvement does not appear so evident instead when comparing Alg. 2 and Alg. 3: the MDE values remain mostly unchanged. It seems therefore that it is not important in which place of the ordering a vertex is located, but mostly which its reference vertices are. The computational times that we report reflect the theoretical worse-case complexities provided in Sections III-A and III-B. For instances with n = 200, Alg. 3 would have taken more than 2 hours to run to termination. Table II shows some computational experiments where valid embeddings cannot be identified in the destination dimension k without introducing some errors in the distances. All considered instances have size n = 20, and part of the experiments already reported in Table I are here provided again for completeness. As the error e increases, the MDE values in the found solutions show that the quality of the solutions decreases as well. In some cases, Alg. 1 is not able to find any solution, because of the propagation of such errors on our search tree. Alg. 2 is instead always able to get the solutions, and the MDE reflects the initial introduced error e. Alg. 3 is always able to find solutions as well (the increase in the complexity is here not so important because all instances are small), and it finds better quality results in some cases. Table III shows some experiments with our artificially generated instances having larger size (n = 50, 100 and 200), for larger errors (we consider e ∈ {0.01, 0.02}) and where we compare Alg. 2 to Alg. 3 only. The table shows that the quality of the solutions found by the two algorithms is comparable (in this set of experiments, only one time Alg. 3 was able to do better than Alg. 2), but the computational time grows too much when executing Alg. 3. In fact, the instances with n = 200 would have taken more than 2 hours, and these experiments were therefore aborted.
Finally, only Alg. 2 is considered in our last table of experiments. These experiments are aimed at stressing our algorithm with high initial dimensions; the destination dimension is still fixed to 3. As already pointed out, the errors introduced in our instances are quite uniformly distributed over the set of distances, and over the coordinates. This is the reason why we consider small errors e, but repeated uniformly over the n vertices forming the instance, and its K − 3 additional dimensions. In fact, as in the found solutions strongly depend upon the difference between destination and initial dimensions. However, with a rather constant computational time, all the experiments were able to provide a good approximation of a valid embedding of G.
V. CONCLUSIONS
When the destination dimension k is fixed, the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) can be seen as a DGP where an embedding of the graph G is available in dimension K, and it is necessary to find a valid embedding of the same graph in the given destination dimension. Actually, the graph G, which is the input of the DGP with the dimension k, can be generally obtained from the known embedding in dimension K. However, not all distances between vertices in dimension K can be realized in dimension k, and therefore approximated valid embeddings need to be searched.
This work represents the first step for the discretization of the MDS. The main ideas and the main methodology are inherited from previous works on the discretization of the DGP. We proposed two algorithms, that are variants on the BP algorithm, which was previously proposed for solving discretizable DGP instances. Our Alg. 2 seems to achieve the best trade-off between solution quality and increase in complexity w.r.t. the original BP algorithm.
The computational experiments that we have reported in this paper take into consideration a set of artificially generated instances, where the errors on the distances are introduced in a quite uniform manner. In order to deal with more realistic instances, there are several points to be improved in our approach. For example, the simplex inequalities (i.e. the triangular inequalities in dimension 3) need to be verified before executing our algorithms, and, when necessary, some distances may need to be corrected. Because of the nature of the problem, every corrected distance may imply to modify other distances accordingly, in order to avoid invalidating the geometry of the obtained embeddings.
From an algorithmic point of view, moreover, the branching phase of the algorithm can be improved by verifying, every time a given branch is pruned, whether other k-plets of reference vertices can be chosen for the vertices over the same branch. On the one hand, in fact, pruning allows us to focus the searches on the feasible parts of the tree, but with the risk, in presence of errors, to prune too much and obtain no solutions. On the other hand, however, branching over all the possible k-plets of reference vertices can be very expensive. It is necessary therefore to identify the best trade-off.
Finally, as a future work, we may also consider the possibility to let one of the k reference vertices to be related to an interval distance, as it was already done in works related to the discretization of the DGP. The decision not to consider yet interval distances during the discretization process is motivated by the fact that work is still in progress for an efficient management of interval distances during the generation of DGP discrete search spaces.
